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Measurements: 30 cm. 
Hand PuppetsHand Puppets

+3

+3

16388

16111

Solar System PuzzleSolar System Puzzle
Nestable solar system. Learn the order of the planets in our 
solar system based on the sun, their names, the different sizes 
and their main characteristics. Includes an educational guide. 
Measurements: 30 x 22.5 x 2 cm. Pieces: 11.

+3

011150

Shovel 50 cm.  
Measurements: 13,5 x 50 x 3,5 cm.

011154

Classic Shovel 
Extra Strong 
Measurements: 13,5 x 50 x 3,5 cm.

+2

+2

Instructions

Little Devil

MD4057

Blackboard 
Sticker 
Whale
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176202-4

Li’l Ones - BlueLi’l Ones - Blue  
Measurements: 24 cm.

0
m

176202-2

Cherub Baby - BlueCherub Baby - Blue  
Measurements: 32 cm.

0
m

176600-4

Tracey Lu Tracey Lu 
Measurements: 26 cm.

0
m

177400

JosaphineJosaphine  
Measurements: 35 cm.

0
m
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176202-4

Li’l Ones - BlueLi’l Ones - Blue  
Measurements: 24 cm.

177301

Heather Heather 
Measurements: 35 cm.

0
m

176206-1

Farm Girl Farm Girl 
Measurements: 35 cm.

0
m
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176005-2

Julia Julia 
Measurements: 42 cm.

176005-3

MileyMiley 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m
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176204-1

LilacLilac
Measurements: 37 cm.

0
m

176502-2

HoneyHoney
Measurements: 39 cm.

0
m

176209-3

Rosemary Rosemary 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m
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176211-3

TaylorTaylor  
Measurements: 42 cm.

176211-1

Ella Ella 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m

176001-1

Blu Belle Blu Belle 
Measurements: 42 cm.

176001-6

WhitneyWhitney  
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m
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175165C

CeciliaCecilia
Measurements: 42 cm.

175165M

MallahMallah 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m

177453

KelseyKelsey  
Measurements: 50 cm.

0
m
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Liquid Kaleidoscope   Liquid Kaleidoscope   
Exquisite illustration for this transparent kaleidoscope, with a glowing wand, which improves children’s visual and 
attention span through play. Try twisting or pulling up and down on the glowing wand, and you’ll see amazing 
color combinations and shapes! Measurements: Ø 2.5 x 15 cm. Packaging: 5 x 4 x 18 cm.

+3

MD0103

Beauty and the Beauty and the 
Beast Beast 

MD0085

Rotating CircusRotating Circus
Two wooden spinning tops to decorate, 
with the included decorative cardboard 
or create your own drawings on the 
blank decorative cardboard. Includes 8 
decorated cards and 4 to customize. To 
play the top wrestling game, spin the 2 tops 
in the yellow area of the lid, included on the 
front of the box. The first top to fall loses the 
game! Packaging: 19.5 x 19.5 x 5.5 cm.

+3 OFOF

82590

Ciencia del HuevoCiencia del Huevo
Eggs have an excellent shape because they are naturally designed 
to keep their contents safe.  They have a strong curved shape that 
helps them withstand heavy forces.  They are very compact too.  
Eggs also have an air sac which is there to give oxygen to the baby 
chicken as it develops.  The air sac is usually at the egg’s base, or 
“fat end”.  This is why eggs when placed in salt water have their 
narrower ends pointing down because the air sac keeps the base 
end pointing up.                        

+8
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+5

8T090

Actividades DeportivasActividades Deportivas
This interactive kit contains a didactic book, a drawing sheet and 
a paper craft to learn about various sports. Contents: Didactic 
book, 12 paper soccer players, colored pencils, drawing sheet, 
2 soccer goals, guide for parents, marker and sheet frame. 
Packaging: 27.5 x 21 x 3 cm.

16000A

Jewelry Beads Jewelry Beads 
- Butterfl ies- Butterfl ies
Create and assemble your 
jewelery with colored beads and 
butterflies. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 
4.5 cm. Pieces: 189.

+6

16329

Chef’s Apron Set
Kitchen chef set. Includes apron, hat and gloves. Length: 55 cm.               

+3

MD4014

Origami Life ElementOrigami Life Element
Origami develops children’s hands-on ability. With Origami, 
symmetry, patience, a sense of space are practiced and it also 
helps children to think in three dimensions. Includes 60 fold-out 
sheets and an instruction booklet. Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 1.2 
cm. Pieces: 60.

+4
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+3     

4ITB36AB 

My First IotoboMy First Iotobo
School workshop for 5 children. Includes large iOTOBO 
colored foam magnets. With only 3 different shapes, the 
child can create the most amazing designs on her own and 
also a large number of figurative models. For children from 
3 years old. Also recommended for seniors. Very creative. 
Contents: 5 magnetic cardboard sheets, colored on both 
sides, size: 190 x 290 mm. 10 scale models. 1 magnetic board, 
dimensions: 180 x 290 mm. 112 large foam magnets, size: 58 
mm., 4 colours: yellow - red - green - blue. Packaging: 32 x 24 
x 4 cm. Pieces: 128.

Jugadores
1-5

4MLLIP 

Lilly In ParisLil ly In Paris
Content: 1 metal box with inserts. 64 colored magnets. 8 
scene sheets (size: 210 x 170 mm) printed in color on both 
sides (8 scenes from Paris and 8 more scenes from Paris 
with Lilly, scale models). 8 cards (size: 105 x 85 mm) printed 
in color on both sides (16 Lilly models). Easy to assemble 
pieces. Lots of different combinations to dress Lilly in 
her own fashion and accessories. Pieces can overlap. 
Packaging: 27 x 27 x 6 cm. Pieces: 81.

+4     

NW4004

The Traff ic World - 
My First Puzzle
Contains 5 high quality pressboard 
progressive puzzles. 1 puzzle of 3 pieces, 
2 puzzles of 4 pieces, 1 puzzle of 5 pieces 
and 1 puzzle of 6 pieces, which represent 
different transport vehicles. It also includes 
5 cardboard pieces, as a guide to make 
the puzzles.

NW4038

The Silver World
Giant piece puzzle, inspired by an Antarctic scene. Wonderfully 
illustrated, with countless characters and objects to discover. 
50x72cm.

+3

+3
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WW-4568

Little Stove & Oven
A compact portable kitchen set with lots of pretend 
play activities. It has 2 ceramic hobs, as well as an oven 
with 3 temperature controls and a timer. Casseroles 
and cookies are also included in the set. Improves 
imagination and the ability to interact with other players. 
Measurements: 22 x 17 x 23.5 cm.

+3

WW-1196

Peek a Boo Ball 
Display 12 pcs.
An exciting toy for interactive play 
between parents and baby. Rolling 
constantly changes shape, the baby 
is stimulated to follow it with his eyes, 
also to crawl, improve motor skills and 
muscle tone and to understand object 
permanence. The friendly faces that 
appear make the baby smile. Non-
toxic colors, safe and resistant to saliva. 
Display of 12 units. Measurements: 6 x 6 
x 6 cm.

m
3

WW-5004

Safari Table
Table specially designed for children, to learn 
and play. With colorful Safari theme. The 
tabletop comes in a smooth rounded look, 
with plenty of space for kids’ activity. Non-toxic 
water-based colors are used, making this piece 
of furniture particularly suitable for children. 
Measurements: 59 x 59 x 44 cm.

+3
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WW-2514

Wonder Glow 
Blocks
Innovative glow-in-the-dark wooden 
blocks. Play with normal light to 
see a pattern. 30 blocks with 11 
different shapes that allow children 
to use their imagination to no end. 
Measurements: 20 x 24 x 2 cm.

+2

WW-1077

First Sound 
Blocks
This set contains 14 
blocks with different 
shapes and colors to 
play constructions and 
to learn geometric 
shapes and that must be 
fitted into their wooden 
box. The colored blocks 
contain small  bal ls 
inside, which produce 
d i f f e r e n t  s o u n d s . 
Measurements: 22.5 x 
17.5 x 6 cm. Pieces: 15.

WW-2505

50 Pieces Blocks
50 pieces to build everything the child 

can imagine! A game of a lifetime where 
children learn about shapes and sizes by  

building. 
Measurements: 5 x 23 x 18 cm.

+2

+2
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WW - 3014

Neo Xylophone
An adaptat ion of  the class ic Thai 
musical instrument. The unique design 
of this Neo Xylophone offers pleasant 
s o u n d s  o r g a n i z e d  i n  c o n s e c u t i v e 
melodies that are perceived by children. 
Measurements: 22 x 33 x 9 cm.

+2

16702

Circle Puzzle With Knobs
5 pieces in a round shape and with a large pivot for better 
handling. Helps children understand the sequence and 
associate according to geometric shape, size, and color. The 
base includes the corresponding color.

16104

Puzzle Safari
7-piece lace with jungle animal motifs. 1cm. thick and wooden 
pivots.         

+1

TK15138

Pull Along - Baby 
Hedgehog
Drag hedgehog with colored bal ls. 
Measurements: 18 x 11 x 6 cm.

m
18

m
18
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017030

Garden Picnic Set     
Packaging: 38 x 29 x 9 cm. 
Pieces: 46.

+2

16348

Parking
Kitchen chef set. Includes apron, hat and 
gloves. Length: 55 cm.

+3

OFOF

S2BR02

Round RattleRound Rattle
Las bolas pequeñas se pueden ver a través de 
los agujeros a medida que avanzan alrededor 
del sonajero.  Contraste de colores brillantes tal y 
como les gusta a los bebés. Pasa fácilmente de 
mano en mano. Medidas: 10,5 x 11,5 x 10 cm.

m
3
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15
50 cm.

21972

Ride On - 
Cat 
Measurements: 50 cm. 
Packaging: 49 x 25 x 32 cm.

+1

Ride On - 50 cm.Ride On - 50 cm.

OFOF



70 cm.
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245514

24 Tracks 
+ 4 Vehicles + 4 
Signs   
Product compatible with references: 
25502, 25556, 245512, 245514, and 245573. 
Measurements: 7 cm. Packaging: 19.5 x 19 x 11.5 
cm. Pieces: 32.

+1

25202

Playmat + 2 Vehicles   
2 vehicles and a fantastic folding circuit that becomes a practical bag to store your vehicles. Hand 
wash only. Measurements: 90 x 70 cm. Packaging: 44 x 25 x 4 cm.

+1
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201110

Mini Chubbies (5 mod.) 
- Bulk
School assortment. 5 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 46.3 x 31.7 x 32.3 cm. Pieces: 250.

+1

2701230

Midi Tipper Truck
Measurements: 21 cm.2701231

Midi Fire Truck
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1

+1
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2701251

Fire Truck 
+ 2 Figures
Measurements: 28 cm.

+1

2701255

Tractor Digger 
+ 1 Figure
Measurements: 28 cm.

+1

2701232

Midi Tractor 
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1
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Producto Natural Producto Natural 

Hecho con Caña de AzúcarHecho con Caña de Azúcar

90 % 90 % de BIOBASEde BIOBASE

100% 100% Reciclable Reciclable 

100%100%  SostenibleSostenible

015604

BIO Dinner Set (4 
People)
BIO kitchen set 4 services. 
Packaging: 34.5 x 19 x 17.5 cm. Pieces: 22.

016954

BIO School Set (8 
People)
BIO school set. 8 services. Packaging: 29 x 
38 x 9 cm. Pieces: 79.

015641

BIO Coffee  Set (4 
People)
BIO coffee set 4 services. Packaging: 34.5 x 
19 x 17.5 cm. Pieces: 17.

015602

BIO Baking Set
Packaging: 34.5 x 19 x 17.5 cm. 
Pieces: 11.

+2

+2

+2

+2 OFOF

OFOF
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016030

BIO Play Cups
7 stackable cubes made of sugar cane. 
Measurements: 34.5 x 9 x 11.5 cm. Pieces: 
7.

016025

BIO Bucket Set
Set of bucket, shovel, rake, sieve and mold 
made of sugar cane. 
Measurements: 19 x 17 x 17.5 cm. Pieces: 5.

m
6

m
10
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015630

BIO Tractor w/grab
BIO tractor with excavator blade. 
Measurements: 30 x 21.5 x 16.5 cm.

+2

+2

015610

BIO Bucket Set 
BIO set of sand and water. Bucket, 
shovel, rake and watering can. 
Packaging: 34.5 x 19 x 17.5 cm. 
Pieces: 4.

+2

015620

BIO Truck 29 cm.
BIO dump truck. 
Measurements: 29.5 x 15 x 17 cm.



015627

BIO Construction Vehicles 
2 BIO vehículos.90% de biobase, 100% reciclable y 100% 
sostenible. De 14 a 20 cm.

+2

OUTLET
22


